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Food coupons buy less
as cafeteria prices rise
By Relay Frue
News Editor
Thai glass of milk or serving of roast
beef will cost you al leasl a nickle
more this quarter
A Inghram Mtlliron. director of
auxiliary services, said yesterdayprices for many items offered in
University cafeterias have been raised
as a result of spiraling wholesale food
prices affecting the entire nation.
"THE PRICE of food is reaching the
point of the near ridiculous." Milliron
said
We had to readjust prices in the
cafeterias just to meet our budget
commitments "
Food Services is expected to keep its
expenditures for food down to 40 per
cent of its annual operating budget
Milliron said at the end of winter
quarter food expenses were up to 42
per cent of the budget
Cafeteria price increases, which
went into effect Sunday include manysolid beef items, ham. solid pork
items. Swiss cheese and milk
Mona Pugh associate director of
Food Services, said some foods, such
as Canadian bacon,
have been

Student! buying food in University cafeterias face higher

eliminated
from cafeteria
menus
because prices have increased so
much
Milliron said thi wholesale cost of
hamburger jumped from 62 cents to 82
cents a pound in a matter of weeks
Three or four years ago. the University
could sell a doubledeck hamburger for
45-50 cents; now it costs 75-80 cents he
said

prices duo fo ipiraling wholesale food prices A committee in
Harshman Quadrangle hat called for a boycott tomorrow in
response to the price hike.

•THE
WHOLESALE
cost
of
hamburger went up 15 6 per cent in a
week.'' he said

last September Food Services was
paying 88 cents a pound tor ham The
cost is now up to tl 2S a pound
Milliron said Swiss cheese is also up
from 67 cents to more than 90 cents a

pound
I'e said for the first tune since 1H58.
the University's milk supplier has
broken its contract because milk
prices are so high
I have never seen prices this high
Milliron
said
"I've
never
seen
anything go up that fast
Nationally, the average cosl ol londs
bought m grocery stores rose 2 4 pet
cent during Fobruarv alone Market
basket foods, including only foods
grown domestically and excluding hsh
and imported products, increased 2 5
per cent
The price ol food is using so r.ipidU
i JUSI can't believe it
Milliron --.mi
HE ADMITTED
increase
prices

the
in

suggestions lor each meal which would
hopefully help students buy the -most
lood lor the leasl amount ol monej
THESE
senmg
casseroles
items, she

The University

The University Budget Council has
requested an increase in the University
budget that would raise student tuition
next year if the Ohio legislature
accepts Gov.
John J
Gilligan's
proposed budget for higher education
The council also accepted the recommendations of the budget sub-council,
which allocated about J2 5 million in
funds for student activities.
AT ITS March 12 meeting, the
council recommended an $800 000
increase in next years budget It
includes
-A $200,000 increase for University
operations
About
$147,000
was

requested for increased utility costs
and
about
$53,000
for
increased
insurance
benefits
lor
classified
employees.
-$150,000 for new University faculty;
-$100,000 for a University equipment
pool;
•-$100,000 for increased retirement
benefits for faculty and staff,
-$90,000 to adjust faculty salary
inequities;
-$60,000 for new doctoral programs
in sociology, mathematics and history.
--$50,000
for
the
Student
Development program;
--$50,000
for
increased
summer
school costs
UNIVERSITY faculty members will
also receive four per cent salary

increases, but will be funded through
cuts in college and departmental
budgets and will not require additional
money
l)r Michael Ferrari, acting provost,
said the recommendations will now go
to University President Pollis A
Moore Jr., who will present his
requests Thursday. April 5 to the
Board of Trustees.
If the state legislature accepts the
governor's proposed budget and the
trustees accept the recommendations
made by Budget Council, student
tuition will increase $18 next year.
Dr. Ferrari said the $90,000 allocated
for faculty salary inequities is based on
figures supplied by college deans and
directors on how much money needed
to equalize salaries in their areas

Questions unanswered'

decision lo
Unlverstl)

"When >oii raise prices as we have
done the lood coupons will buv less
he said
1 can t blame students il
they're mad about this I'm mad loo
Consumer groups across the nation
are planning meal boycotts in an effort
lo drive food prices down, bin Food
Sei \ ice*, employees were not sure how
effective such tactics would he
II we go meatless, the price ol
macaroni goes up." Milliron said
II
we aim our diets at rue. thai price

"PRICES ARE up .mi I the portions are down.'' Part laid
Winnenlieig said tables have been set up in front of beverage
Containers in the Parshman calelena so only employees can distribute
drinks instead ol allowing students to obtain their own servings
Both men said it takes too long lor students to move through the
cafeteria line and Pail claimed ulensils. especially glasses are dirty
Winnenlxrii and Hart .ils.i protested the method used lo distribute loud
coupons al the beginning of the quarter
They said only two people were assigned to hand out coupons for all of
Parshman s residents Some people had to wait as long as an hour for
then coupons llus quarter. Part said

goes up, ion
"People aren't eating meal, but it's
not costing them any less to lm\ food
I'ugh said managers in all cafeterias
have been asked In make budget

State Rep Charles Kurfess said
Monday the Equal Rights Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution should be
approved when it comes up for a vote
this afternoon in the Ohio Pouse of
Representatives
However, the House minority leader
was not sure how he wouia vote on tne
amendment.
The amendment, which would ban
discrimination on the basis of sex.
must be ratified by 38 states before it
can go into effect Thirty states have
approved it so far
KURFESS. representative lor the
83rd district, including the University,
said he thinks there are still a number
of unanswered questions about the
effects of the amendment.
The
Republican
leader
said
many people are disturbed by the
amendment's possible effect on the
draft and whether or not a new draft
law would be required to include
women.
On the state level, Kurfess said he
questions how the amendment would
effect the current policy of segregating
inmates in Ohio's penal institutions by
sex and hiring practices at prisons and
reformatories.
"There are some areas causing me

great concern." he said "What would
happen il we end up with women as 85
per cent of the guards at the Ohio
Penitentiary'"
Another problem area is protective
labor legislation, he said
Kurfess said there is no guarantee
the
amendment
would
extend
protective legislation to men. as some
proponents claim Instead, it could
eliminate all protections for women
SOME
WOMEN
have
claimed
protective legislation can become
discriminatory, but Kurfess said he
believes some laws should remain on
the books
He said he is also concerned by
possible effects on universities and the
public school system.
What kind of effect will this have on
dormitories and housing policies? I
haven't heard that question raised at

all."
He also questioned the effect on allgirl or all-boy academies or technical
schools
Kurfess said he would 'feel much
more comfortable" if governmental
bodies attempted to remove inequities
based on sex by amending each
questionable statute rather than by
approving a blanket equal rights
amendment.

The live member boycott committee is urging all residents to "eat
scum-where else tomorrow.
"We encourage all students dissatisfied with the food and service of
their own cafeterias lo boycott all three meals this Thursday." the

He said the $90,000 is
not just
another
step''
toward
equalizing
salaries, bul means no faculty member
should have a basis to complain they
are paid lower salaries because ol sex
discrimination.

committee's letter said
"If an honest effort is not made to correct the problems, .we will
organize a week long boycott coinciding with the national meat boycott
April 1-7."
Although the committee's protest is aimed at the Parshman cafeteria.
Winnenberg said members are hoping the boycott will expand to other
residence halls

• To page three, column four
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"In fact. I am going to co-sponsor
legislation that would do exactly that
with Ohio's statutes." he said.

why the delay?

ACADEMIC
STANDING

leei

"THERE ISN'T a thing that will be
accomplished by the Equal Rights
Amendment
that
could
not
be
accomplished by changing individual
statutes."
State legislators have until 1979 to
take final action on the amendment
Kurfess said if it is not approved by the
Ohio House today, or if the state Senate
votes it down when it considers the
measure, the amendment can still be
reintroduced for consideration any
time before 1979
Two states have already switched
their
votes on
the
amendment
Nebraska rescinded an earlier vote
approving
the
amendment
and
Connecticut legislators ratified the
measure after they had earlier voted
against it.
Kurfess said it will be up to the
Supreme Court to decide whether or
not the changes were legal.
Although there is some doubt about
whether a
state can
ratify an
amendment after it has voted against
it, Kurfess said the real question for
the Supreme Court is whether a state
can withdraw an earlier vote for
approval, as in the Nebraska case.

HOSATtON: SEE THE UNIVERSITY
BULLETIN FOR DETAILS.
DROPPED: STUDCNT IS NOT PERMITTED TO ATTEND CLASSES.
TQ GRADING SYSTEM
fru\f>l

Illllllllllllllllllllll

Grade cards --

GRADE REPORT

DROPPED

Kurfess doubts ERA

lowered 'hesaid

Resident! id Harshman Quadrangle are organizing a calelena boycott
tomorrow to protest the latest hike in dormitory food prices
The Harshman Boycott Committee has already posted signs urging
residents to boycott the cafeteria and will distribute letters to all
Parshman residents explaining the purpose of the protest.
\( i ording to the letter the committee is protesting
Rises in already outlandish prices.'
Decreases in the size of food servings.
An "impractical new system" ol distributing beverages
-"Increasingly pool quality" ol food.
Genet .d Inefficiency" ol lood distribution.
General inefficiency of food coupon distribution" at the beginning ol
the quarter and the coupon system in general
John Wlnnenberg, freshman ill A I and a member ol the committee.
said servings, especiallv lot desserts, are much smaller this quarter
John Part, freshman ill A I and another member id the committee,
said ice cream servings have been cut in hall because Food Services
employees have been told lo level olf servings with the rim of the ice
cream scoops

cafeterias will probably have more <>i
.in etleel on students than on Food
Service

uiiiiitiieiMHiuMMiiitituiiiiiti

also experimented

Boycott organized

Council seeks budget increase
By Scott Screeoe
Muectac. Editor

suggest ions might include
more
sandwiches
,nul
rather than higher priced
said

with
less
expensive
soybean
substitutes in loods last summer If the
demand is great enough. Pugh said
Food Services may try them again
Millinon said he was assuming Food
Sen ices will make it through the
quartet Without raising prices again
In fact wed like to see them

oui m.
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Besides the usual drop-add rush in the
(jrand llallroom each quarter, a delay in
mailing winter quarter grades has increased
this quarter s registration and scheduling
problems
Thomas
Hamburowski.
director
of
scheduling, said some students did not
receive grades through the mail as usual
because of difficulties in processing' and
'' machine difficulties.
I'e said in addition, to problems with the
computers, some faculty members did not
turn grades in on time
Kamburowski also said part of the delaywas caused bv programming changes that
had to be made for students taking English
111-112 under the pass no record system
I'e said last quarter was the first time this
type of grading system was used and
programming "didn't come out as smoothly
as we thought."

tf a student wen dropped from the University, he may not
have received notification until thh week due to computer
programming difficulties.

MOT INCLUDED IN POINT AVERAGE COMPUTATION

ACADEMIC COPY

OTft. MR

16
43402
WUNG GREEN, OHIO 43403

HOURS

EARNED

16 8.0

A student may obtain the academic easy of hie grade* in the
Grand Ballroom, Union. The student's regular copy is being
mailed to his home address.

a

BAMBUROWSKI said he didn t know how
many students received their grades on time,
but copies of grades have been mailed to
students homes
Students can also receive a copy of their
grades in the Grand Ballroom
Students dropped from the University
winter quarter may be getting the worst end
of the deal because many weren t notified
during break that they had been dropped
A spokesman for the College of Arts and
Sciences said yesterday that notifications to
students dropped from the University were
mailed out starting last Thursday, but some
went out as late as Saturday.
The College of Education's program
advisement office said its notifications to
dropped students were mailed Thursday and
Friday
They said notilications could have been
mailed sooner, but they were not received
any earlier by the registrar's office.
A spokesman from the College of Business
Administration
was not available for
comment

Panjn a/Tlw tO N. wi. WooWaaW,, March 211973

eDiTeRiaLS
era must pass

in ohio house
The Ohio House of Representatives must ratify the Kqual
Rights Amendment to the U S Constitution.
At least 50 representatives must vote for the measure if it is
to pass the Mouse this afternoon. According to an article in
yesterday's Cleveland Plain Dealer. 42 legislators have
publicly supported the amendment and 30 are definitely
opposed
That leaves about 25 representatives who are publicly
uncommitted -- 25 representatives who can swing the vote
today either way.
The Kqual Kights Amendment is an important piece of
legislation that must not be voted down by the House.
Although it lias been continually linked to women's rights, it is
important to both men and women because it would ban all
discrimination based on sex
Women arc now victims of discriminatory hiring, promotion salary and credit practices But men. too. are victims
of discrimination ■- in divorce, alimony, survivor's benefits
and laws regulating sexual activities.
Many of today's laws support a system in which men
must be aggressive participants in the financial sphere,
whether they like to or not. and women are discouraged from
entering that sphere, whether they like it or not.
The Kqual Kights Amendment would be one important step
toward opening up new possibilities for both men and women
by invalidating many of the laws that hold them down in traditional roles
Kfforts to erase discriminatory practices would also be a
step toward erasing discriminatory attitudes.
We strongly urge the Ohio House to ratify the Equal Rights
Amendment If it loses, the men and women of this country
lose, too
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itt-chile case questioned
By William F. Beckley Jr.
II is by no means obvious why
everyone persists in referring to the
election of Allende as a purely
"internal" matter.
It was never any such thing, and if
only Harold Geneen is a lot smarter
than most of the senators who are
interrogating officials from ITT and
drinking deep draughts of sanctimony
over ITT's offer to contribute one
million dollars
towards
any
government-sponsored plan to prevent
the installation of Allende as president
of Chile.
We are talking about September of
1970. On September 4 Allende won a
plurality, which did not automatically
entitle him to be named president of
Chile. That decision was for the
parliament to make, at a scheduled
session on October 24.
THE QUESTION is whether ITT had
a legitimate interest in adding its
pressure to that of others to persuade
the parliament to name someone other
than Allende or. better still, to call for
a new election between Allende and
Krei. which election, by the way. Frei
would easily have won.
How can the Chilean outcome be said
to have been purely an internal
matter? The officers of ITT. having
carefully observed the campaign of
Salvador Allende and the promises he
made, concluded that he would
certainly proceed to nationalize the
Chilean Telephone company.
By
everyone's reckoning the value of
ITT's holdings was f IS3 million dollars.
The ITT people were smart enough
to anticipate that when Allende got
around to nationalizing the telephone
company, he would offer for it a small
fraction of its acknowledged value.
That he would, in effect, confiscate the
property.
In due course, Allende offered 24
million dollars for the $153 million
dollar asset, proving the ITT officials
to have been altogether accurate in
their forebodings.
WE RETURN TO the question: in
what sense is it an "internal" matter if
A decides to steal the properly of B?
The fact that A is a country and B is
merely a corporation says only that B
is going to suffer considerable disadvantages in attempting to cope with
A It hardly says that B ought not to

Business Staff
businett manager
odvertrting manager
talet manager

on the right

so they say

voughn e. rockhold
John g pollock
mkhoel j. valenlini

Editorial and Busmen Offices 106 University Hall

Evangelist Billy Graham in a speech
asking for capital punishment law
revisions:

attempt to cope with A.
ITT did not, as it happens, mount its
own operation in Chile, attempting to
persuade the parliament not to vote for
Allende
It merely offered to
contribute to any United States
enterprise aimed at the same purpose
To suggest that foreign governments
are not involved or should not be
involved in wrestling for the favor of
the majority in swing countries which
are points of contact in the cold war is
simply to beg the question how is it
that the Soviet Union and Castro Cuba
were so interested in the election of
Allende as to spend millions of dollars
and commit entire communications
industries to the end of electing him?
Is it the new doctrine of the senators
who are grilling ITT that the
government of the United States has
suddenly lost interest in the extent to
which foreign powers attempt to
manipulate South American governments''

WHAT PRESIDENT Allende finally
did to ITT was. very simply, to take
over the operation of the telephone
company without any compensation
whatsoever.
Those who are anxious to make any
point at the expense of American
business who say that ITT got what
was coming to it in the light of its
proffered intervention make a rather
clumsy mistake.
It was not until the spring of 1V72 that
Mr. Jack Anderson published the
secret memoranda revealing ITT's
offer of a million dollars to stop
Allende But it was in September, 1871.
that Allende simply took over the
Chilean telephone company, more or
less without comment: a clean theft of
$153 million dollars.
I do not believe that anyone who is a
shareholder of ITT believes that that
act by Dr. Allende is a purely internal
affair. There is no internal right of any
country to steal the goods of other
people
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"I believe that a person guilty of
rape should be castrated. That would
stop him pretty quick "

Hill Arnold
I wish 1 could say that some famous
and hallowed educator said that. "The
way to significant academic reform is
not by means of a footrace ", but in
fact, no one has.
In your open letter to me. you
suggest that competitive speed is
desirable in the creation of new
academic programs, and lhal the role
ol the dean, not unlike thai ol the track
coach, is lo bring pressure <l believe
you said "more coeicion") on the
department of romance languages so
that it could "catch up' with German
.ind Kussian land hopefully nip them at
the tape a la Dave Wottle?) It is an
interesting image, but it is not quite
(he way it works
Seriously. Hill, bolh depailments are
prepared lo submit formal curricular
modifications for consideration by the
appropriate college councils within a
few days. They have had a joint committee working on the problem lor
some lime
THE RECOMMENDATIONS ol the
committee have been reviewed bv the

separate departments and the departments are in the process of finalizing
their recommendations to be sent to
my office in a single package It has
been a difficult and time-consuming
task for the departments.
You must also realize that to achieve
agreement among all faculty involved
to change a basic offering lakes manyhours of serious discussion.
One of our sister institutions lOhio
University) debated the same question
for over two years and recommended

The following persons have written
to The News from Ohio correctional
institutions requesting correspondents

Ohio State Penitentiary

Box ill
Colnmbat. Ohio 43211
BobWalsonl34 287

The following It the first of a threeporl serlrs defialag the rale ol tladeat
representative to the Board of
TrMleet. Part Two will appear la
tomorrow's paper.
By Peie Ketsnto*
former itadeit represeatahs r
to Ike Board of Tratlees
The office of the student representative to the Hoard of Trustees'
What is it and wlut does it entail''
I believe this is a very important
question and 1 hope by answering these
questions to the best of my ability, it
will clear up many of the misunderstandings students have about this
office.
First let me begin by staling that the
office of the student representative to
the Board of Trustees is a position
which has been in existence for only
two years It is still a position in which
development is a major segment of its
life
A LOT of work still has to be done to
make It an established and influential
position
Its present role is to try to establish
communications between board
members and students. This I feel Is
very important not only student-wise

but lor the importance of the office
itself
Fttf the oltice to be successful the
student representative must be able to
get along and be able to relate to the
Board as THE student representing the
views of the student body.
TO ACHIEVE this I again stress as I
have before, the student must gain the
respect of the board members and
they in turn must gain his respect.
This must be emphasized strongly
because 1 feel this is a very important
lactor which will contribute to the
enhancement ol this position
What does a student representative
do while he is in office? There is quite a
bit of misunderstanding in relation to
this question
There seem to be two types of
concepts about this position II the
students concepts of what the position
is supposed to be and 21 the concept of
what this position actually is and what
the representative can do Let us now
look at these concepts in some detail
The students believe this to be a
position where proposals are initiated
and where student gripes are acted
upon Let me begin by explaining that
this is not a position where the student
begins to inititiate proposals .

THE SOLE responsibility of this
office is to provide student input in
areas that require assistance. This
input may be in terms of an
affirmative or negative response to
any issues before the board, including
those that concern students.
When a student issue is brought
before the board. It is the student
representative's responsibility as an
elected officer of this University to be
able to present the student's feelings
and attitudes toward this issue This
includes both the pros and cons
An example of this would be the Oct
21 Board meeting where the issue
concerning gynecological services was
a major item of the day's agenda
BECAUSE this was a vital student
issue 1 thus felt it was my job and
responsibility to provide all the
possible
Information
available
concerning this issue In this case
student letters, comments, criticisms
and surveys were all part of my
presentation in trying to help pass this
proposal.
But then again there will be
meetings where student input will not
be at great- yet I am asked to make a
statement at every meeting

Ohio State Reformatory
Box 788
Mansfield. Ohio 44M1

NO CHANGE in the language requirement!
As you know I have been very
interested in this area for some time
and I am pleased to advise you that
recommendations are ready to be
submitted
I respect your concern and will see
lhat the proposals appear on the
agenda of the appropriate councils as
soon as possible
John G 1st ik-.on dean
College of Arts & Sciences

beauty disregarded
I am writing as a concerned student
of Bowling Green in regard of our
grass areas I've noticed that every
area of grass seems to be occupied by a
football game. Destroying the roots of
our grass giving it a brown and
yellowish look.
Especially in the middle ot most of
our lawns Grass plays an important
role as far as campus beautv is

inmates seek letters

Ronald McGill 134-978
Howie Quillen 134-689
Wendell Taylor 132 947
Thomas E Knepp
Fred Dobozy 135-244
William RDavies 135 530

sbo office clarified

Weahinaten St«-Kin» reatweaTp-ialiali

curriculum changes

LondonCorrectional Institution
Box a
London. Ohio 4314*

opinion

INSTEAD, more typically, business
skulks about, hanging around the local
YMCA trying to make public relations
points
It is as simple as this: every
company of integrity in the world
should have announced calmly that it
would suspend its dealings with Chile if
Chile failed to compensate any ■
company whose assets were taken
without compensation
Id have liked it better if ITT had
mailed its memo to Jack Anderson,
instead of waiting for Anderson to steal
it without compensation, by the way.

Lerrers-

Phono 372-2003
"•• •& *•«• « »«.Miil»»< I H<MI "•• r-rf-r. *»"»• <h* ii|i*» »MI,«*I*4 _• • —il *
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I wish that the spirit of ITT were
more pervasive. I believe that
governments should not be immune
from punishment for acts of aggression
against foreigners. If only American
business had one-tenth the toughness
and sense of solidarity its critics
impute toil

MelvinJ Bryant 85493

Ohio Penitentiary
Box 717
LncntvUle, Ohio 45*48

concerned lo me Grass is part of our
landscape
I'm very upset when 1 learn that no
one seems lo care if they destroy the
natural beauty of our lawns and
bushes Doesn't anyone have any pride
in their school''
I. FOR ONE. do have pride and I
demand that The BG News at least
inform the student body of what
they're doing Our lawns are not
11 mi ha 11 fields i as some people seem to
think).
We have places and fields to playsuch games. It doesn't hurt to walk a
small distance Bowling Green won't
be so green if this lack of concern is
continued to be ignored
Bowling Green is my second home
now and I'm concerned about our
lawns I would highly appreciate it it
you'd take my letter in all seriousness

Walter Thomas Elliot 127-107
William Secrest 133-689
Nat Meadows 90148

Richard Wright
227 Anderson

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters lo the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spared
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University 1'all

mimmiai, MUrth 2 •, 1973, T K. to N.w. r»». 3

Releases to end tomorrow

49 more POW's freed
CLARK
AIR BASE.
Philippines lAP) - Fortynine more U.S. war
prisoners ny to this Pacific
check-in point today in the
next-to-last day of POW
releases from Communist
jails.
They
include
nine
Americans captured in Laos
whose liberation came only
after President Nixon held
up withdrawal of US. forces
from Vietnam.
Coming out with them is a
Canadian missionary who
was working in a hospital for

the Laotian poor when he
was captured last October

THOSE

SLATED

for

release will join 32 U.S.
prisoners of Viet Cong who
feasted in freedom last night
after flying to Clark Air
Base from Hanoi's Gia Lam
airport.
"Today. J2 of us have
regained our freedom and a
chance to start again our
life.'' said Col. Benjamin H.
Purcell. 45. of Columbus.
(Ja.. to cheering welcomers
at the Clark airport

"In the years, our faith in
our country, in our way of
life and in our President has
been unwavered. And we
wish at this time to express
our thanks to President
Nixon and to the American
people for keeping faith with
us."
Purcell was captured Feb
8. 1968. when his helicopter
crashed in South Vietnam's
Quang Tri Province As
senior officer in the group,
he spoke on their behalf

"WE ARE ALL well,

he

newsnoTes
Monetary rates
WASHINGTON i AP> The Committee
of 20 on reform of the international
monetary system agreed yesterday that
exchange rates of international
currencies should remain based on
stable bui adjustable par values.
A communique issued at the end of a
two-day meeting said thai the floating
rates now being used by European
nations and Japan in relation to the
dollar provide a useful technique in
particular situations
But the decision reaffirming fixed
exchange rates in any future system
appeared to be the most important
development of the two-day conference

POW reactions
WASHINGTON (API - The Pentagon
said yesterday American prisoners of
war will be free (o talk about their
experiences as soon as all are back on
American soil, probably Monday
Officials had clamped limits on what
Ihe returning POWs could say. lo insure
that those still in North Vietnamese or
Viet Cong prison camps would be
released on schedule.
Maj. Gen Daniel "Chappy James
said there would be no interviews
allowed at Clark Air Base in the
Philippines, slopping-off point for the
POWs. because of the need lo complete
military debriefings

All POWs are being extensively
questioned on what they know about
1.300 Americans still listed as missing
during the Indochina fighting

State voters
COLUMBUS 1 API
State senators
voted yesterday lo require statewide
registration of voters
The Senate approved 28-5 and sent to
the House a measure by Sen Stanley J
Aronoff (R-8 Cincinnati) extending
registration into 26 counties which have
no voter registration and five with
partial registration
He said the lack of registration in
those areas was a carry over from "an
agrarian society' in which polling place
workers were acquainted with all Ihe
voters and there was no need for
registration

Hershey retires
WASHINGTON (APl Gen Lewis B
Hershey. who oversaw Ihe drafting of
14.5 million Americans in three wars.
retired yesterday with military pomp at
age 79-the oldest military man on active
duty.
Since he stepped aside as director of
Selective Service in February 1970. he
has been President Nixon's advisor on
manpower mobilization

said. "We will be home
soon We owe you more than
we can ever repay for the
faith that you have had in us.
But we shall try And we ask
you but one thing, and that is
to keep the fort for just a
few days longer."'
Four flights are scheduled
in the next two days to fly
the
remaining
116
Americans and one
Canadian from Hanoi to
Clark, where they will join
the 32 lor medical checkups,
debriefings and a trip the
rest of the way home within
a few days.
The last 67 American
POWs to be freed from
captivity in Vietnam will
board two hospital planes in
Hanoi tomorrow afternoon
and return to Clark thai
night
Their release brings to 587
the number of American
military
and civilian
prisoners freed by the Communists since Feb. 12

Campus Safety,
Lt Roger A Daoust said
residents of 303 Pi Kappa
Alpha house reported that a

Pair on probation
after 72 bombing
Two men charged with the bombing destruction of a
National Guard truck in Bowling Green last spring have
been placed on three years probation by U.S. District Judge
DonJ Young
Charles Koag, 20. of Kaskins and Richard Cocke. 19, of
Grand Rapids were indicted and pleaded guilty to malicious
destruction of government property and unlawful possession
of explosives.
The truck was parked next to the Wooster Street armory
when a lead-pipe bomb exploded beneath it May 11, 1972.
Hoag and Cocke were arrested two months later.

RARE BIRD
HANDLER'S
WANTED
THE NAVY OFFICER INFO
TEAM WILL HAVE A T-34
"ACROBATIC" TRAINER
AIRCRAFT ON CAMPUS

wallet containing t50 was
taken from their room
sometime during the nineday break
ResideiTts ol 139 Ashley
Hall reported that a jewelry
box. a watch, several rings,
and meal coupons were
taken from their room
Total value of the stolen
articles was estimated at
$60
A WALLET, blank checks,
glasses, and a set of keys
were reportedly stolen from
225 McDonald North

Clinic'

Dr. N. William Easterly, associate professor of biology, has established a
'Wildflower Clinic" designed to help persons identify the common wildflowrrs
of Ohio. Or Easterly will provide interested persons with the identification of
Ihe wildflowers they tend to him, and when possible, folklore of the plants.

Council seeks budget increase
• from page one
A COMPLAINT was filed
against the University last
November by the Women's
Equality
Action
League
i WEAL) One of its charges
was that the University was
paying women substantially
lower salaries than men in
the same rank
Dr. Ferrari said the
$50,000 increase for the
Student
Development
program would allow the
University to recruit 200
minority students for next
year's freshman class and
provide
for
a
staff
counselor
However. Dr. Ferrari said
the breakdown on the
number of black. Chicano
and Asian students lo be

3 break-ins reported
Three cases of breaking
and entering of unoccupied
rooms during the spring
break have been reported to

Wildflower

Estimated value of the
stolen items in this case is
$145
Lt Daoust said the cases
arc still under investigation
He added that in all three
cases the doors of the rooms
were left slightly ajar, thus
permitting easy entry.
"1 would like to remind
people, particularly the new
students, that they should
always close the door and
lock it whenever they leave
the room, or this type of
thing will continue to
happen." LI. Daoust said

recruited has ml vei bam
determined
The $150,000 for new
faculty
members would
enable the University to hire
between 10 and 111 new
instructors,
Dr
Ferrari
said
He said new career fields
in the College ol Business
Administration and special
programs and health related
fields in the College of F.du
cation would receive the
new faculty members
These departments are
experiencing
rapidly
increasing enrollments" and
are
"relatively "
undei
stalled. Dr. Ferrari said

THE CENTRAL equip
ment pool would provide
money for equipment needs
for University departments
Dr Ferrari said President
Moore will soon appoint a

equipment anil supplies in
each college
It is up lo each dean to
determine what cuts he will
make in these areas
til the iion academic areas
that received no new funds
lor nest yeat
only one
si11 ector saui he had plans on
how he would adjust Ins
budget t» meet nexl year s
needs
Hi
Richard Giardina.
director ol the Modulat
Achievement
Hi ugram
(MAIM, said it toned lo
work on the same budgel
next yeat
no programs
would be i in
HE SAID MAP would
accept the same numhei ol
students, 2im nexl yeat and
would offet
the same
programs
I'e did sav however, that

a cutback in the numbei ol
Instructors teaching in a
certain cluster college may
have lo lie made
Hi Giardina said there
lie two Ways the MAP
program
could obtain
additional funding so it t ould
expand next year
IV said President Moore
has asked the stale legis
lature for 1100,000 specifi
rally lor the MAP program
for the next yeat
Dr Giardina also said his
office is planning lo submit
a $341,000 request to ihe
Ohio Board ol Regents that
would give the program
additional money lor the
nexl two years
I III

opt I Ml 1 Si II-

I 111

outside
funding.
l)i
Giardina said
li will
enable us to Increase the

that will review requests
from departments lor equipment needs

Resident advisor
positions available

To pay for the four per
cent hike in faculty salaries
college deans and direr-tors
will have to cut operating
budgets. Dr Ferrari said
He said this will include
laying-off part-time
employees, less travel.

Applications for summet
residence hall advisot
positions are available in Ihe
Office
ii
Residence
Programs,
42S Student
Services Itidg
MI
applicants foi the
positions must attend an

faculty-student

committee

inlot in.iiion
session
Thursday March 2J, at 4
P in HI ihe Student Court
room on tin1 fourth llnoi
student Services Kldg
Applications must he
completed and turned in by
todas.

TALK TO THE TEAM TODAY IN
UNIVERSITY HALL
FROM 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
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Tonight 7:30 P.M.

Alpha Phi Omega
Information Night
Leadership and Friendship thru Service

THE TEAM WILL BE GIVING FREE
DEMONSTRATION RIDES TO ALL MEN
WHO WISH TO QUALIFY ON THE NAVY
AVIATION APTITUDE TEST - NO OBLIGATION OF COURSE.
YOU CAN WEAR GLASSES AND STILL FLY!
PILOT-20/20 NFO-20/200
NO MATTER WHAT YOUR MAJOR, IF THE
NAVY AND NAVAL AVIATION SOUNDS APPEALING, TALK TO THE INFO TEAM AND
TAKE A FREE PLANE RIDE.

SUMMER

HumM ■»"• MAMMW ■■" MM
ihe IS WMUMTI Al|»inr Shi Tram
mrml«rr« fn Ml Ihr Shi IV.im .lirl
lo liKk- '..II [-"in.I- in ]-■• orris*
Thai » nuhl - .' i"..m.i. in I ■!...-'

Wayne Room, 3rd Floor, Union

TODAY

numbei ol programs and
students in MAP
BY ACCEPTING the requests ol the budget subcouncil, Budget Council is
asking a $10,000 increase lor
the University Union and a
$10,000 decrease lor intercollegiate athletics
The sub-council recommended the Union s $10000
increase be used
lor
maintenance and repairs,
anil that the Union cut its
labor force by io percent,
n also recommended the
athletic
department
consider budget cuts in
informal ion
and
communication, awards, travel,
choice ol hotels and lodging
pi mi to home games

NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
FURNISHED
LEASING SEPT. 15th
JUNE 15th
Apts ,«i 1470 8. 1490 Clough St
$65 Each Student
Apt 824 6th St

S55 Each Student

ARUVr MENTIONED APIS All 4 MAN
Leasing June lbth to Septembet 15th
SI 3D 00 pet month

NEWLOVE REALTY
328 South Mam St
Phone 353- 7381

Srnd .ml* UOO i$„' i'> faff Ninth
Srrvirri — . it-h w OK — t<> Infor
mrtofi Howcffa P*. PO RM .MI
Ilrpt ST .'arpinima Calif *M0l.i
[tnnl nrrirr MHI. — vou ripr. t to loar
.«» rniunda in IffM MffhffJ rWiusr
lhal'a what Ihr Ski Tram I hrl will do'

- FEATURING Char Broiled Steaks sod
Chop*
Fall Coarse Family
Dinner

12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open Tries, thru Sat.
7:M-S
Sundays 7:10 - 7:00

411 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM
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WBGU-TV increases
power to 19 counties
WBUIITV began trans
milting with increased
power to a 19 county area of
northwest Ohio last
Saturday
The date also marked a
number o( other firsts for
the public television station
i new channel number, 57.
broadcasts in color, and the
first Saturday nf regular
programming

.i.icl .iboui 4ti University
Undents work al WBOU-TV
In Duane K Tucker director ol broadcasting
sciinis ,.i the University
■erves a- general iruuiagei
oi the station
Hon Uargasi who lei trei
as
program
managei
selects .ind schedules all
public television pro
gtamming mi the siaiu.n

BY INCLUDING Saturday
on the priiguni schedule
WHGl'TV is now on the an
seven days a week
A newly constructed
transmitter and tower ne.it
l.eipsn in I'ulii.iiii Count)
permitted a power iiuiiu ♦■
Iron) 10.000 to 790.000 waif
A st.iil I.I 24 professional*

i.juv
Reid
operation
managei
implements all
in. nil ,IM ..nil. losed circuit
progran
ng I'e i- also in
i bargi
..I pai i 11
employees and scheduling
the station * i.i' ilities
William l.cui/
chiel
cngineei .mil his stall ol
-.i ven .in i esponsible loi

maintaining the
peiformance of
equipment

technical
the TV

THE CLOSEDCIRCUIT
operation, which transmits
about 100 programs per
week
into
University
classrooms, is under the
direction of Marvin
Itowman l'e also develops
broadcast instruction (or

adults
Mel Martin supervises
production of news and
public affairs programs and
oversees the news staff
WBGU-TV is one of the
two education television
stations in the state which
have a daily newscast.
I.ana Baker, director of
development, has responsibility for securing funds to
.iipplemcnt budgets. The
lunds are used for special
projects, general production
.mil operations, and capital
equipment development
WBGU-TV sin school proKi attuning service, the
Northwest Ohio Kducation
television Foundation, is
under the supervision of
M.ugarcl Tucker

Director receives award
'HiHir1.11

Dr James r Kenned)
director of the University
School ol Music, received an
award certificate (oi In si
place in the promotion ami
performance in the National
Federation of Music Club's
American
music

i

llii' '•< ln».i ..I MUM. »ill
also icicivi a $!iun »tipend

and plaque
I

IIniversity has won
■

tin
Ihii <

c .iw.nd
itive veais

foi

The foundation provides
programs in art. language
arts, mathematics, music,
science and health, and
social studies to more than
56,000 students in northwest
Ohio schools
THE FOUNDATION also
includes the Northwest Ohio
Media Center, a library of
1.000 instructional
films
available for rental by
schools.
Rounding out the Channel
57 professional staff are
Tom Tobm. senior producerdirector;
Patrick
Fitzgerald, producer-director;
Floyd Worn bold Jr.. art director; David Bewley. photo
director; and Joan Gordon,
director of public .......
mation.
The 40 University students
who serve as part-time paid
employees work in most
phases of the station's operations.

>mu—i,i

Control room

Firelands views campus status
The Firelands Campus Advisory Board has reaffirmed
its desire to remain affiliated with the University
while maintaining the status
of a branch campus

Welcome Back

In 1970 the Ohio Board of
Regents made an unsuccessful attempt to separate

FROM

branches from their parent
institutions
In a meeting earlier this
month, the Firelands board
discussed the regents'
policies on two-year institutions in Ohio and drafted
the statement reaffirming
its connection with the
llniversitv

SAVE THE NEWS

DOMINO'S
UAO
F
L

Wed.&Thurs.

GIANT COKE
■eg. 35'

Shaft

Fri.
&
Sat.

The statement was based
upon a similar resolution
drafted June 23.1970.
THE FIRELANDS board
also discussed a report by
the regents' Ad l!oc Committee on Articulation
Between
Two-Year
Campuses and hour -Ye. ir
Campuses
The report recommended
that two-year campuses
offer Associate ol Arts.
Associate of Applied Science
and Associate of Applied
Business degrees

8:00 U. Hall -'1.00 with ID.
3-30 and 3-31

Sweet
Sweetback's Badass Song

NOW 25'

Watch the BC News for Upcoming SUPER SUNDAY

A staff member of WBGU-TV lakes charge of the buttons and twitch* in the
control room. The television station, which began transmitting with increased
power last Saturday, is now serving a 19-counry area.

Fn. 3-30 4 31
Sat. 10:00 U. Hall
Free with I.D.

DOMINO'S- 352-5221
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Based On Four Man Rentals

12 mo $60 UU mo and 9 mo. - $65.00 mo.

IKIM*I.

kit

HRS. 9-11 Weekdays
HRS. 9-11 Sundays
HRS.9-12Fn.4Sat.

20*

off all selections
737 S. MAIN
352-8639

Wed. thru S at. neit to TO's

YOGA
Lessons
April 3 thru May 22

8 BIG Weeks for '10.00
7:00-8:00 Alumni Room
Sign up in UAO Office

BGSU Sailing Club
Open House

STADIUM — VU

7 p.m.
Hayes

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Office at 40's at Seventh and High Stieats
Houisfrotn 15 oi by Appointment

The final three meetii
will be held April 17. 19 a.
1!4 from 3-5 p.m. in 112 Life
Science Bldg
Students in the college
who have not received
workshop
registration
information should call the
Program
Advisemenl
Office. 372-2751

TUESDAY, APRIL 17,5:30 P.M.
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Counseling Center
The
center
will
administer
interest tests to the students
and then help student:
interpret their scores

Earrings 77' pr. - Buy 3 get 1 pr. Free
New Sterling Rings, Flicker Bulbs,
Bangles And Posters & Black lights

South Side Six
Dr. Pepper
Tony's
Pizza

•w.'i •.. wan catpeiHii

Four meetings have been
scheduled for students in the
College of Education who
have not declared majors
The first meeting is
tomorrow from 3-5 p.m. in
112 Lile Science Bldg
The
meetings are
designed
to
acquaint
students
with job opportunities in education and
to inform them of present
conditions in the job market
The workshops are
sponsored by the College ol
Education
and
the

With A Special Sale

FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL MRS. LINDA KATZNER, (352-0615) BY MARCH 31.

JI«J

undeclared majors

2ND ANNUAL PASSOVER COMMUNITY SEDER

*6 PER PERSON

tirfiil rkcliic

J«I

Meetings to inform

Williams Purple Mushroom
Welcome Back!

Now Leasing Spring, Summer, and Fall

• Apsimrnti nt (ui»i|ii»l«l« luniuhrd ii*l» in M w .U|i,r0

under study by the faculty
Academic
Affairs
Committee
Dr McBride said he hopes
Kirelands will be able to
offer the degree beginning
next vear

ATTENTION JEWISH STUDENTSI

BOWLING GREEN HOLIDAY INN

Other Various Apartments and Houses

Dr James I! McBride.
dean of the Firelands
campus, said the latter two
degrees are being offered at
Kirelands
t'e said the
Associate ol Arts degree
has been proposed and is

RIB EYE STEAK DINNER
Tossed Salad, Baked Potato, Roll

Call 352 9378 Days
352 7740 Evenings
352-7324 Other

Reg. $1.49

Now Only .99

Across From The Football Stadium

Refreshments

MOVIM

Wifrnfal, Memh 21, 1973. The M Nmt/hw S

Angel Flight services
reach beyond campus
Rendering service to
others and not pursuing a
career in the United States
armed forces-is the goal ol
the Bowling Green Angel
Flight Honorary Sorority
An organization of about
40 members. Angel Flight
builds
its
program
basically on being ol service
to others-usually people on
campus, in the community
and the University's Air
Force ROTC program
THE MOST current
project
is
"Operation
Snapback a program done
in cooperation with the other
126
Angel
Flight
organizations across the
country
Operation Snapback is a
project to collect textbooks
resource books and journals
that can be used for a new
library
at
Wilkes-Barre
College in Wilkes-Barre. Pa
Wilkes-Barre College had

a fully furnished library
until late last spring when
Hurricane Agnes completely
destroyed the building
Angel Flight membeis
have sent letters to
libraries, local bookstores
and department chairmen
on campus, asking them for
books, donations, or books
that can be bought at a
cheaper-than-usual price
Our job now is to
separate the books to see
which ones we think can be
used tor the library." said
Veronica
Hoyett
junior
andi Ed i and an angel flight
member Then we have to
package them and gel up the
money to send the books
LINDA
IIRlBil.
sophomore i Ed I and
another member said the
money to send the materials
will probably come from
smaller projects the flight
conducts through the year

Indians deporting
from S.D. village
WOUNDED KNEE. S.D.
lAPl The president of the
Oglala Sioux said yesterday
he was told at a federal
briefing two leadeis ol the
Wounded Knee uprising
slipped out of the village
overnight during wh.it
officials say wan the
heavies! gunlire exchange of
the month-old occupation
Richard Wilson, the tribal
president, said Dennis
Hanks and Russell Means of
(lie American Indian Movement i AIM i left the village
under the cover of darkness
and during the gunfire
1 expect the whole thing
will collapse within two
days Wilson said of Ibeoc
. up.iti.'ii I'e said he also
had learned that no more
than tin AIM militants

remain in the village, the
rest having slipped out the
past few nights
(GOVERNMENT spokes
men would not continent on
Wilson's report
A
I e d e r a I marshal
wounded in the gunfire late
Monday was reported in
serious condition yesterday
and federal negotiators said
(hey were willing to talk
with the Indians despite the
shooting incident
U S
Marshal Lloyd
Qrimm was hit by a single
buist ol gunfire from within
the village late Mondayafternoon, according to
Wayne t'olbuin, chief of the
U S
Marshals Service
Orimm, % is from Omaha,
Neb

LYRIC AUTOMOTIVE

She said these include
membership dues,
bake
sales and working at the
concession stands during
football games
Angel Flight had two
programs
during
fall
quarter to benefit the
Bowling Green community a clothing program and
baskets of food distributed
for Thanksgiving meals to
some of the needy families
in the area
Another project helps a
small Indian child and her
family Once a quarter the
sorority sends $47 to a girl
named Sabrina. who lives on
an Indian reservation in
Arizona
I'rubo said the money is
used to aid the Indian family
and Sabrina s education
Hoyett said probably the
biggest project the group
will undertake this spring
will be to paint the city
swimming pool
Angel
Flight women helped clean
the pool last spring
HOWEVER.
I'oyett.
I'rubo and other members
of Angel Flight believe that
students don't associate the
flight with its service
projects, but more with its
affiliation to the Air Force
KOTO program.
"Our
organization
is
independent of the Air Force
KOTO program.'
said
Itegina
Takesky.
senior
i Ed I We wear uniforms,
but they're different from
the corps uniforms."
Takesky said the women
don't have to wear the
uniforms, and that working
with the Air Force is more
of a traditional goal set
down by the national Angel
Flight organization
Angel Flight also has a
drill team, but it is "just an
extra-curricular activity.'
Takesky said
I'rubo said there are only
nine women on the drill

team, but they work about
six to eight hours a week
The team placed first in a
drill meet last year at Ohio
University
LIKE OTHER sororities
on campus. Angel Flight
does have rush, and some
people attempting to join
are eliminated
"We look for quality
people.' Takesky said
Hoyett said the sorority
stresses individuality, with
a lot of people doing
different kinds of work
You're not confined, and
don't have to be doing
everything everyone else is
doing.' she said
Takesky said women do
drop out of the sorority, but
not because they don't like
it
"Usually those that drop
out don't have the time or
have other priorities."' she
said

Operation
Snapback'

Ex-cons sought in cancer test
COLUMBUS
(API
Medical scientists want to
find 160 former Ohio Penitentiary convicts who may
have gained immunity from
cancer by being Injected
with live cancer cells in the
mid-1950s
Dr. Arthur James ol
Oolumbus. president ol the
American Cancer Society,
issued an appeal yesterday
for the 160 former prison
inmates-volunteers in a
long-term test ol body
resistance--to contact him
I'ow many have developed
cancers" The answer could
be the key to a successful
vaccine against cancer, said
Dr James
The 61-year-old Columbus
cancer surgeon said 40 other,
former convicts who
received the injections in
the period between 1956 and

1959 had
cancers

455 S. Main St. - 352-7031

for Fall Lease
2 bedroom Apt.
Fully Carpeted
Air-conditioned
Laundry Facilities

'175 Mo. plus electricity

JAMES SAID now researchers want lo know if
none of these inmates ol
even a low percentage
developed cancer over the
years.
It might mean that they
had been protected against
cancer by the injections of
the live cancer cells.'' he
said
He said. The fact is that
25 per cent ol adults develop
cancer The crux of this
project is what percentage

of the 160 developed or will
develop cancer II it is a low
per cent, then it might tell
us a way to prevent cancer."
James
said
the
i esearchers want to know if
the injections are working
like vaccines and il Ihe
lolunteers
developed
protection from cancer

We re so anxious lo find
out il there is anything lo
this
he said "We don't
know if there is But if a
specific virus can be
isolated in cancer then it
should be possible lo make a
vaccine against this virus,
just as we have done for
measles, mumps and polio "

ERA debate on WBGU
to be aired live today
WBOU-FM has scheduled live transmission of the Ohio
I'ouse debate on the Equal Rights Amendment today beginning at I 30pm
The program, produced by WOSU Columbus, is expected
to last about two and one-hall hours

12 Month Lease

FROM
7:00 - 9:00

'155 Mo. plus electricity

803-815 Eighth St.

Phi Mu House

period of time, in every case
Ihe cancers completely disappeared This meant to us
lhat a patient did not have
earner and had a defense
mechanism in his body to
resist cancer

ALL HOUSES WILL
BE OPEN TONIGHT, MARCH 28

9 Month Lease

At The

no

FRATERNITY
RUSH

Apartments Available

Richard Kern & Lyle Yackee Proprietors

Theta Chi Rush
7:00 Tonight

developed

STATISTICALLY, one in
lour adult males should have
dc\eloped cancer in one
to.ill or another. Dr .lames
said
James and Dr Chestei
Southern, a Philadelphia un
munologist. directed the re
search program from IDDKIU
IDWal ihcOhio Penitentiary
using inmate volunteers
We injected live human
cancel ceils into the arms of
Ihe volunteers.'" James said
"We wanted to know il it
was possible to transmit
cancel in this manner
It was found thai even
though tl»' cancers grew in
the anus for a certain

An Alternative

VW and Domestic Repairs

"Operation Snapback
initialed by members of Angel Right organisations
across the country, is a protect to collect textbooks and resource journals for o
new library at Wilkes-Barre College in Wilkes-Barre. Pa. A hurricane deslroyod
the building late last spring.

Ph. 352-0717
352-7660

Sorority Row
All Interested Men Welcome!
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0

0
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"See what the
FRATERNITY SYSTEM
HAS TO
OFFER"
L
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FREE DELIVERY
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130 Prospect
Alpha Phi Alpha.
Rides available in the lounges of Rogers, Kohl,
Compton & Bromfield
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Cyclists to pedal
Sat. for charity

Oxford House
434 E. WOOSTER

IS MOVING!!
NEW LOCATION IS THE
WOOSTER
Colony House HZLl

OLD

Closer To Campus — Bigger Facilities
Every Item In The Store Is ON SALE!
Great
Sale Days

Store Hours:
10 A.M. to
8 P.M.

WED.-THURS.-FRI.

accepting reservations
Reservations are now
being accepted for the University undergraduate international living units.
Dr. L Edward Shuck Jr..
director of international
programs, said the men's
unit will house 96 men--60
Americans and 36 foreign
students The women's unit
will include 48 women-35
Americans and 13 foreign
students.
The living units will be in
Harshman Quadrangle
Dr. Shuck said preference
will be given to juniors and
seniors
The format involves a willingness to room
with a member of another
nation or race.
"Very few spots can be
reserved (or those who
request specific roommates,
though a few exceptions are
always made
"During the second year
of residence for both

A Schwinn varsity sport
10-speed bike will be
awarded to the cyclist who
turns in the largest contribution Other prizes will be
given
Registration forms for the
cyclethon are available at
the information desk. Union.

MOVING SALE!!!
Involving Every Article Throughout Our Store
We are moving to larger facilities so we may serve our campus customers BETTER! We will be
closer to campus. This is a sale from end to end at startling price reductions. Wait no longer! Be
here this morning starting 10 A.M.

at 353-3971 or Or Robert
Henderson at 353-0832
In case of rain, the
cyclethon will be held
Saturday, April 21
Further information may
be obtained by calling
Beard; Dr. Henderson; or
Joan Gordon at 352-8175.

International living units

EIGHT COURSES have
been selected They are the
Cygnet course, nine miles;
Pemberville.
9.7
miles.
Tontogany.
7.4 miles;
Bowling Green. 9.8 miles;
Bowling Green youth
course, two miles; North
Baltimore; Weston; and
Perrysburg
Each course will be open
from8a.m. to 1 p.m.. except
the youth course, which will
beopen8-U:30a m
A rider may use any
courses regardless of his or
her place of residence Each
course will be manned by a
team of volunteers who
specialize in bicycle repairs
and first aid.

Green, Ohio

*%

Riders under age 21 must
have the application
countersigned by a parent or
guardian.
The sponsoring organizations need groups to
volunteer to man the
courses Interested groups
should contact Robert Beard

A Wood County Cyclethon
is scheduled for Saturday.
April 14. Proceeds will go to
its sponsors, the Easter Seal
Society and the American
Youth Hostel group of
Bowling Green.
Cyclists obtain sponsors
who pay the rider an agreed
amount for each mile
cycled. After the cyclethon.
the rider collects money
from the sponsors A rider
may have as many sponsors
as he wishes

Americans and non-Americans, such requests are
honored, subject to space
limitations. ' he said.
Those interested should
contact the Office of International Programs at 3722248

Alumni group
to award six
scholarships
Six $300 scholarships will
be awarded to students in
the College of Education by
the Alumni Association
Consideration will be
given first to sons and
daughters
of alumni,
providing they qualify.
Students who wish to
apply should contact the
College of Education. 444
Education
Bldg .
by
Monday. April 2

BANK CARDS HONORED DURING SALE - HURRY • SAVE!
Sale Begins This Morning, Wed., March 28 - PROMPTLY AT 10 A.M.
I
I

TO'40.00 MENS

V-NECK SLEEVELESS

LONG SLEEVE

SPORT COATS I DRESS SHIRTS
DOUBLE KNITS, CORDUROYS |
ALL STYLES AND SIZES
START AT

$12 88

SWEATERS TO '10.00
SALE PRICES START AT

$*88

18

UNUSUALLY LOW AT

*4

88

Spaghetti

*v-6c fr-torf

at**--

I

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT PRIOR SALE - SO HURRY - DON'T MISS OUT!
I

BASEBALL JACKETS
REGULAR PRICED TO »22.50
STARTAT

TONITE 994
5-9p.m. at PAGLIAI'S iooi S>Wn

R«f. Priced to'13.50
STARTAT

I

SELECT GROUP OF CASUAL
SLACKS PRICED TO »14.00
FOR THIS SPECIAL SALE

$17S8

I

FABULOUS

BAGGIES

BODY SHIRTS

ALL STYLES AND SIZES
REG. PRICED TO'22.50

REG. PRICED TO'13.00

FANTASTICALLY LOW STARTING AT

8

STARTATr

$Q88

I

FABULOUS SILICTION

$4,88
m
W

WEDNESDAY IS
DOLLAR DAY

lryRo/5
Doubte-R-Bar Burger
PLATTER A^COKE®
REG. 1.49

ALL BELTS REDUCED!!

ALL SHOES - HALF PRICE!!! 1
11

I

LONG SLEEVE

Turtle
Necks
I urae iwm
REG. '8.00 WILL GO QUICKLY AT

*6

■'■■

I
NECK TIES
TO '6.00

ALL COLOGNE,

HOSIERY,
FLASKS!
H AT$ & GLOVES

I

48
J.

REDUCED
FOR QUICK SALE

A REAL BUY
STARTING AT

$

I
I

'4"

MEN'S

UMBRELLAS

| DON'T MISS THIS BUY ON
MENS UMBRELLAS

318!

$

288

STOMCLOSID
Imprinting & Favor
Facilities To Be
Expanded! Set Our
Big Selection And
Reliable Service
Next Week
.

Oxford House

SATURDAY, MARCH 31
TO MOVE TO OUR
NIW LOCATION

434 E. WOOSTER

See Us Monday!
By the R.R. Tracks

V* lb. freshly ground
pure beef, dairy fresh
cheese, lean tender
ham, on a toasted
sesame seed bun
complete with
trench fries
and cole slaw
plus a coke*

•1.00
GOOD MAR. 28 ONLY
300 E. WOOSTER
352-5330
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Harry Chopin concert-theatrical'
Review by
David Faadray
Harry Chapin goes bark to
the roots. Way back.
The songs he performs are
the type once sung by the
original (oik singers -the
minstrels of Medieval
times. Chapin. like the
minstrels, sings songs that
tell stories
He has returned to the
ballad, with its narrative
form, and in doing so. has
provided an alternative
direction for a musical form
that is getting lost in
increasingly obscure lyric
imagery.
THE MONDAY evening of
finals week last quarter

Harry Chapin demonstrated
his art to a crowd of about
1.000 persons who filled the
Main Auditorium. This
somewhat
unuiual
location for a concert
provided a fitting setting for
the intense display of
dramatic showmanship that
made Chapin s concert a
complete success.
Chapin wasn't just a
songwriter who bi ought his
songs humbly to the
audience
He was a
performer who brought a
well-balanced act to the
people who paid to see him
After the concert. Chapin
said he thought people were
tired of performers who
stood in front of an audience
and just tuned their guitars

and played for themselves.
CHAPIN "S songs were
musically fulfilling, but
Chapin and his fellow
musicians. Tim . Scott on
cello. John Wallace on bass,
and Ron Palmer on guitar,
expanded them to a point
where they became pieces of
theater.
This provided an exciting
situation in which Chapin s
voice and guitar interacted
with the other three
instruments and the voices
of Wallace and Palmer in a
manner not unlike actors on
a stage
As Chapin's lyrics told the
stories, the music rose and
subsided in intensity The
songs built to one climax,
fell in intensity, and rose

again to a more intense
climax, in patterns similar
to the plot lines of tense
drama
The best example of this
dramatic approach to music
was Chapin's final song.
"Sniper'' In this song.
Chapin tried to recreate the
story of the sniper who fired
at people from a tower at
the University of Texas
several years ago
Whether or not this song
accurately portrayed the
sniper, it proved to be a
breathtaking
musical
description of emotional
conflict As in most of the
songs performed Chapin
and his friends combined
tasteful mood changes with
strong musical contrasts.

Palmer's electrified
acoustic guitar, and
Wallace's electric bass
lashed out with lethal
brashness. only to be
overcome by the tranquility
of Chapin and Scott's
acoustic instruments. This
give and take among the
musicians finally built in
intensity to a final release of
emotion
However. Chapin also
demonstrated his ability to
write and perform such lyric
material as his "All My
Life's a Circle", although he
showed
a
marked
perlerence lor dramatic
ballads like "Sniper."
Sometimes, the material
bordered
on
the
melodramatic This w.i^

especially true when he
chose to sing about such
subjects as women making
love to dogs and girls
burning themselves with
cigarettes-songs in which
the shocking subject matter
took more of Chapin's
attention than the music
behind them
Powerful music was not
all Chapin brought to his
audience Throughout the
concert, he made every
effort to maintain rapport
with the audience He talked
freely Each song was
preceded by an introduction
that was almost as long as
the song itself
These introductions were
often necessary to explain

what was going on in the
songs, but they also gave
Chapin a chance to provide
the humorous relief that was
essential after the intensity
that was invariably present
in the previous song
Chapin s band gave him
ample aid in maintaining
rapport, just as it did in
creating the music The
banter the musicians kept
up between songs made
them easily accessible In
addition Palmer supplied a
number o( gems.' or liRht
humorous songs ol about one
minute in length
Friendliness reached a
peak at the encore when
Chapin pitted his road crew
against his cellist in a
contest ol vocal ability

Chapin and his friends
have the potential to
influence popular music in a
substantial manner
The dramatization of
individual songs outside of a
larger musical work is a
relatively obscure idea in
popular musii
It was done in the 50 s love
ballads with no finesse Jim
Morrison and Ihe Doors
tried it but Morrisons
surreal lyrics weie difficult
lor many to grasp
Now
Parr) chapin
combine-, well played and
arranged music with storeis
whose Images' are concrete
and whose situations . an he
visualized
It is a
untie lull of
promise

'Ice Horizons' back
After a year's absence,
the Rowling Green Skating
Club will produce Ice
Horizons April 13-14 in the
University Ice Arena
Rehearsals are underway
in precision skating comedy
routine:-, and ice dancing
The snow was first
produced in 1968 but because
the club hosted the United
States I-ICIM i" Skating
Association's
icgional
liguie skating competition
last year, ihere vvas no Ice
Horizons show

Rehearsal

Janie Light, junior (Ed.), paeat wmS a playful tiger during rehearsals tar Ice
Horixons 1973. The comedy routines, ke doming and precision skating will be
presented April 13 and 14.

THE lt7J production is
directed and choreographed
by Frank Sawcrs. assistant
instructor of health and
physical education
A cast ol mole than 200
perluinieis will Skate in the
shows
six
major
productions
All are
members ol the Howling
Green Skating Club.
University Skating Club.
Falconettcs or Bowling
Green Junior Skating Club
For the first lime. Ice

Alice Coopers 'Billion Dollar Babies'
Review by
Frank Johnson
II you don't like Alice
Cooper, strange as it is. you
can certainly get o(( on the
album covers
II the
Schools Out
cover wasn't enough, the
new one. "Billion Dollar
Babies'" i Warner Brothers
26851. goes a bit (arther
The record is enclosed by
hall o( a giant green
gatorskin wallet, with a
billion dollar bill in the
moneyclip and wallet photos
o( the group
This has to be the most
extravagant Cooper to date
Recorded in England and in
the States.
"Babies''
manages to retain the
American sound while
picking up European
elements

The cut. "Hello Hooray,"
(or instance, (eatures
keyboard man Mike Bruce
place in England Out o(
performers like Marc Bolan.
Keith Moon and Parry
Nilsson. only Donovan is left
to share vocals on the title
track.
The previous album
ripped o(( Leonard
Bernstein's "West Side
Story " This one has a cut.
"Unfinished Sweet." which
steals theme music (rom "I
Spy" and the James Bond
(licks in an instrumental
section-for no other reason.
I suspect, than to have (un
with American audiences
COOPER'S timely release
on the mellotron. a spacey
electronic instrument that
has yet to make it to the
States

The other already familiar
cut is "Elected." a supposed
remake o( an earlier
"Reflected "
Billion Dollar Babies is
part ol the widely publicized
super session that took
coincides with an American
tour These guys don't really
need it though They've
made over a billion dollars
in their group careers, thus
the album's title
They have proven
themselves time and time
again as master showmen,
as they will this Saturday in
Cleveland. Sunday ia
Cincinnati, and on April 4
and 5 in Detroit
The Cooper group still
plays games with the
listener The endings o( the
songs are still uniquely
Cooperish A single guitar
note, or a drum roll, can
keep another song going (or
another 30 or 60 seconds.
Cuts even have a tendency to
(ade out and come back
again
Even the lyrics still have
that playful note to them,
although the subject matter
varies from perverse to
morbid The Cooper image,
for instance, comes out in
"Mary-Ann" as it ends with
"Mary-Ann. I thought you

were my man."
"No More Mister Nice
Guy" is an autobiographical
sketch ol a nice rock star
that has been verbally kill,
by the press And I Love
the Dead" has nothing to do
with Jerry Garcia
The title song is supposed
to be about Cooper's sexual
fantasies, but in one way of

thinking. Alice Cooper IS a
sexual fantasy The sexual
image is there, along with
the violence that permeates
from all his stage
performances.
But this is what the buying
public wants Along with
David Bowie, I.ou Reed and
others. Cooper is into a
strange money-making
game.

Horizons will highlight
performances by two local
skaters. Scott Hamilton of
Bowling Green and Bill
Woehrleof Waterville.
In the past, the main
performers have been
imported, but our local
skaters have progressed to
the point where they now
deserve a featured spot.''
Sawerssaid.
Hamilton. 14. and
Woehrle. 17. are national
competitors They have
skated in all previous Ice
Horizons shows
THE COMEDY routines,
handled in the past by Kevin
Bubp. now with the Ice
Follies, will be performed
by Kevin Williams. 16. a
Junior Club member (torn
(ttsego
The major production
numbers include "Honky

Tonk Cafe'' perlormed by
all the skaters
"A
Scrumdidilyumplioi
Can
dyland" by the 120 member
Junior Club and BGSU
Moods and Rock" by the
University Club and Falconettes
"Prince Igor" by the
University and Junior Clubs
and Falconettes. "Great
Waltz by the Senior and
University Clubs, and
Salute to the USA by the
University Club will round
out the program
With props, scenery and
more than 500 costumes.
Hiul l.ane. general chairman
for Ice Horizons 1973
estimates production costs
will be nearly 812 000
The Coal "I IB* show is to
promote Interest in skating
and provide support (or i lub
activities.

"ONF OF OUR goals is to
pun Hi.- scholarships for
skaters al Bowling Green
and to help defray costs lor
members to compete in
icgional and national
competitions l.ane said
Two years ago nearly
10.000 persons saw the show
Ice Horizons lH7:t will represented at H p m . Friday
\pril 13 and at 2 and 8 p in
on Saturday. Apnl 14
All tickets f«u the evening
performances are lor
reserved seats and are
pi iced al $".' and $'
Only II 50 general
admission tickets are
available lor the Saturday
ma I i nee
Tickets are on sale in the
Ice Arena Skat' Shop
Rogers i)i ugs ii, it * hng
Green and from Howling

Green Skating
members

i lub

Deacon Slick' opens
"Deacon Slick." a black opera somewhat
difierenl (rom traditional opera, opened last
night in the studio theater in the graduate
center.
The opera, which is written in the gospel
idiom and (eatures musical accompaniment
by piano, organ, bass guilar. drums and
bongos, is being presented by the BGSU
Gospel Choir
It was written by Gregory Smith, senior
t Mus. Ed I and director o( the gospel choir
Smith said the opera was inspucd by a
(acuity member here, but he prefers lo keep
that person's name anonymous.
The entire gospel choir of 75 members is

involved h) the opera both on stage and oil
"DEACON SLICK." is about a scheming
deacon who wants lo become pastor ol his
church alter the death ol the previous pastor
However, the member, 0I the church decide
they want a different pasloi s.. they hire
Reverend Porter from the south
Deacon Slick tries eveivthing to discredit
Reverend Porter, from spreading malicious
gossip about him to offering to get the del il
three souls if Slick is made tin' paslor
Tickets are priced at 25 cents and are
available at the door Cm lain is at 8 tonight
and tomorrow

WFAL to sponsor series
of concerts this quarter
WFAL, campus AM radio
station is presenting a series
of five concerts on five
consecutive Friday evenings
to expose BGSU students to
local talent.
"There are just all kinds
of talent on campus that
goes unused." said Barry
Foster, senior (B.A.I and
spokesman for WFAL.
"There is no sense in
paying money to people
from out of town when Use
local talent isn't working,"
he added
Although the student
presentations will begin
with concerts by musicians,
Foster said sponsors hope to

expand the program to
include art festivals, film
festivals, and other types of
talents
"If you're young and
especially if you're young
with long hair, it is hard to
get a job In this town."
Foster said.
He said he hopes the
campus concerts will lead to
other jobs, possibly out-oftown, for local talent
THE FIRST concert,
presented in the ' TGIF"
tradition, will be a rock
concert featuring Backslide.
The Squids, and Toad Flax
It will be held Friday.

March 30.

The second concert will be
jazz, Ihe third will be
country-folk, the fourth will
be another rock concert with
different rock bands, and the
til Hi will be soul
All concerts will be
presented in Commons
Dining Hall from 8 p.m. to
midnight Tickets are SI and
will be available at the door
The major beneficiaries o(
the concert profits will be
the groups themselves.
Foster said
"Ideally, musicians won't
have to drive pizza cars in
order to remain musicians."
he said

people to see... places to go... things to do...
David
Dnesbaa>h
printmaker and associate
professor of art at Northern
Illinois University, will be
on campus tomorrow as part
of the School of Art lecture
series
Driesbach will demonstrate multiple vicosity
printing at 1 p.m. in 203 Fine
Arts Bldg He will talk on
"Understanding Prints" at7
p.m. in 204 Fine Arts Bldg.
He has studied intaglio
printmaking with Mauricio
Lasansky and Stanley
Hayter and has won two
Ford Foundation Awards.
The events are free and
open to the public.
THE HUSBAND and wife

team of pianist Virginia
Marks and clarinetist
Edward Marks, both faculty
members at the University,
will present a concert
tonight at 8:15 in the Recital
Hall. School of Music Bldg
The program will include
Poulenc's
"Sonata for
Clarinet and Piano.
"Cappriccio
for
unaccompanied clarinet" by
Sutermeister. Sonata No.
21. Op. 53" by Beethoven.
Khachaturian's "Trio for
Clarinet. Violin and Piano"
and Chopin's "Fantasie in F
minor. Op. 49."
PIANIST
Frances
Burnett, associate professor
of performance studies, will

be guest soloist with the
University Chamber
Orchestra in an 8 15 p.m.
concert Saturday in the
Recital Hall.
Burnett will perform the
Mozart "Concerto No. 9 in
E-flat Major. K 271." which
she prepared while working
under a University research
grant last summer.
Richard
Cioffari.
assistant difector of
orchestral activities, will
conduct the orchestra for
this selection
Under the direction of
Emil Raab, director ol
orchestral activities, the
Chamber Orchestra will perform works including "Symphony No. 5 in B-flat Major"

by Schubert and "La
Creation Du Monde" by
Milhaud.
THE BOWLING Green
Brass Quintet will present a
public concert at 8:15 p.m
Sunday, April 1. in the
Recital Hall.
The concert, titled "An
Evening of Contemporary
Brass Music." will include
"Fanfare for a New
Theatre" by Stravinsky
"Quintet" by Genzmer.
Alvin Etler's "Quintet for
Brass
Instruments;"
"Sonata" by Poulenc; and
Brass Quintet No 2" by
Frackenpohl
The Bowling Green
Woodwind Quintet will
appear in concert at 8:15

p.m. Tuesday. April 3. in the
Recital Hall'
Also appearing with the
Quintet will be Virginia
Marks, pianist and parttime instructor, in a
performance of the
"Concerto for Piano and
Woodwind Quintet. Op. S3"
by Riegger
A student wind ensemble
will augment the Woodwind
Quintet in a presentation ol
Richard Strauss' "Serenade
for Thirteen Winds."
This selection will be
conducted by Richard
Cioffari. assistant professor
of performance studies
Other numbers on the
program
include
"Blaserquintelte " by Danzi.

and "Le Tombeau de
Couperin" by Ravel and
transcibed by Mason Jones
All the conerts are open to
the public at no charge.
THE TONY-AWARD
winning
musical
"Applause." starring
Patrice Munsel. will be
presented by Ken Shaw's
American Theatre League
of Toledo tomorrow through
Saturday. March 29-31. at
Toledo Masonic Auditorium.
Munsel. former prima
donna of the Metropolitan
Opera Company, plays the
leading role of Margo
Channing. a popular stage
actress who must fight the
schemes of an ambitious

former protegee to
overthrow her.
This authentic glimpse
into backstage maneuvering
was first told in the movie
"All About Eve."
There
will
be
performances nightly in
Toledo at 8:30 with a
matinee Saturday at 2:30
p.m. Ticket prices are $3-»7
for Thursday: S3 50-87 SO for
Friday and Saturday
evenings, and S3 85 50 for
Saturday afternoon.
The Masonic Auditorium
box office is open Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m.
to S p.m. Phone orders are
accepted by calling 893-0721
TICKETS are now on sale

for the return engagement
of the Harlem Globetrotters
on Tuesday. April 10. at the
Toledo Sports Arena
The Trotters were sold out
for their appearance last
December at the Arena
The famous Globetrotter
warm-up circle, performed
to the tune of "Sweet
Georgia Brown." comes to
life at 7 30 p.m The
Trotters will oppose the
Boston Shamrocks
There will be no increase
in ticket prices for this
game Tickets are priced at
12.50, 83 50 and 84 50 and are
oa sale at the Masonic
Auditorium. Sports Arena
and box offices throughout
the Toledo area.
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• WASH AKA WITH BUCKETS
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OPEN 9 AM. 'TIL 11 P.M. 7 DAYS A WEEK
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The Child and Family De-
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qualified

Applications

interest
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WFAL expands news format

said

• atom
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quarter.

for

given five times a day. said

Now — the place every do-it-yourself auto
mechanic has been looking for. A dry, heated, fully
equipped garage for your use.

SMALL TOOLS AVAILABLE
AM COMPRESSC*
WORK KNCH WTH VISE
VACUUM CIFANEH
EXTENSION IKHTS

in order to student

be notified by mail by April
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during the evening, will be

— Just 6 min. west of B.6. on US Rt. 6
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THE WIZARD OF ID

SENIOR CHALLENGE 73 & CULTURAL BOOST
- PRESENT -

THE DOOBIE BROS.
TUES., APRIL 10, 1973

7:00 P.M.

CLaSSIFIED

ANDERSON ARENA
Tickets may be purchased at the Student Services Forum

JIII-I

General Admission - '2.DO
Cultural Boost Members - ' 1 OO

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday. March 28. 1973
The Students I nte mat tonal Meditation Society will meet in
the Perry Room of the Union at 1 30 pm. checking lor
those practicing T M
There will be an introductory lecture on Transcendental
Meditation as taught by Mahanshi Mahesh Yogi in 112
Life Science at 3 pm
The BO School of Self-Defense will meet in A'\ Paves
from * 30-« 30 pm Open to all Umvcisin students
faculty and staff personnel
There will be an advanced lecture for those practicing
Transcendental Meditation in the Kacultv Lounge of the
Union at 7 pm

[>ni \1 K
Applv in
person McDonalds 1050 S
MAIN ONLY Ask lor Bill

Kail winter SClB\ CERT
students sign up hsl now
posted al pool

Pelp
wanted
Applv in
person Rudy s Tot Dog 999
South Main B G

IONU.I'T' 7 30 pm
Alpha
Phi
Omega
Information
Night Wa\ne Room Third
Floor Universm In ion

Radio Station WAWR-FM
117 East
Court
Street
Bowling
Ureen.
seeks
applications from
all
qualified trainees lor sales
or
announcing
positions
regardless of sex. age. race,
religion, or ethnic background
Portage Valley
Broadcasters Incorporated
is an equal opportumlv
emplover
SERVICES OFFER ED

Alpha Phi Omega will have an Information Night in the
Wayne Room of the Union at 7; 30 pm
There will be an introductory lecture on Transcendental
Meditation in 112 Life Science at I pm

Pro-Tennis
Instruct ion-S3
per li hour-7 group lessons
for
$10-354-2972
Guaranteed
PERSONALS

LOST
Lost: light brown small coat
with porcelain rainbow pin
on lapel--you can have coat
il I can have the pin Please'
3524111 Thanks

•25 reward for information
leading to return of men s
brown leather coat taken
from 2nd floor coat roomUnion March I. 2-1277

RIDES
Ride

to Miami U

March 30 Call Sue 352 J3*4

PELP WANTED
Part-time IBM Composer
operator.
Experience
preferred Call Larrv He id
3774)121 before Fn

Full or part-time work
available Prefer students
Apply
in
person.
Knickerbocker
Bldg
Services 215 Gorrell Ave
between 9-5
PELP WANTED-Pt time II

PAND MADE MUSLIN
Shirts
EMBROIDERED
ART NOUVEAU designs al
The Working Pand Crall
Center
515 Conneaut
Bowling Green
Pete
Congratulations on
being named to Who s Who
The Delt Lil Sisses
Women' OPA Info Night
Sun April 14 15 Alumni R
Education
Majors
need
hours toward your 90 hourswant valuable experience
volunteer as a tutor Call
352 7534 ask for Peter

Freddie Falcon-Thanks ever
so much for vour help on
Black Sundav-The DZ's
WINE FESTIVAL al the
Redwood Inn Th-Fn-S 9-1
ICON Main
V. ant to help children older
adults'1 Volunteer in one ol
I'CF's tutoring or recreation
programs Call 352 7534 Ask
for Peter
Tricia-Allhough it s belated.
we wish \ou the best on vour
pinning-Your sisters
Women' OPA Info Night
Sun April 14 15 Alumni R

alter 6 I'M
For

Sale

Manual

tvpe-

Must sell
Miracord 620C
Turntable, like new 1100
Kspana acoustic guitar $65
Call 3524046
FOR RENT
Mouses* apts lor rent Call
352-9378
Need 2 F lo share house
spring $50 mo Call Ginn\
353 9232
2 bedr turn mobile home
12xC0
Available
mimed
Responsible persons onlv
No pets See Mr Phillips
Lot 3 525 Thurslin 7 9 pm
Across from Towers
Roommate wanted to share
mobile home Phone 354-9355
after 4 30 pm

Kiwams Pancake Day-BG
Senior Pigh W
Poe Rd
March 31 7 am-7 pm All Ibc
cake vou can eal Xdults
$1 50 children $1 00

Pouses tapis lor rent Call
352-9371

The Oxford Pouse is moving
lo a new location closer to
campus Great sale now in
progress-See our ad today
Oxford
Pouse
434
E
Wooster

Female roommate needed
spring & summer Call 352
5596 after 5 30

FOR SALE

Mouses it apts for rent Call
3519371

ROCK AND SPOP offers
albums listed at 5 99 for 3 59
10 x 50 mobile home, air
con 2 bedrms call 352 7043

I or 2 M or F rmtes for
house Call Alex 352-0922

1 F spr sum $55 Call after
5 3544995

2 roommates need Sp quarter $53 mo w porch 33*'.
S Main 354 7372

W.dn.,da, March 3t. 1 f 73, Th. W> N.W./Fog* 9

ll'h, rr Thrifty Shoppin/t is

H

\i i cm: \i'.scors MIKJOIMM; IN

waixoMui:

Plvasurv

Great Scot
FMNDIY FOOD STORES

(KIIKKUION Ol nil: Ith I IMM.U STOK1

USDA CHOOSY CHOICI

CUBE
STEAK

OCEAN
PERCH

BONELESS ROLLED

PORK ROAST

FUCHTNIR CHUNK STYH

1»\«.

. 79c

BOLOGNA

AAr

RED SNAPPER..89°

—,*

BEEFLIVERti 79c

ICKRICH

_ _

J

SLENDER SLICED MEATS

^39

GREAT SCOT REALLY IS

WHERE THRIFTY SHOPPING IS A PLEASURE!

DEL MONTE
CREAM OR W.K.

CORN

CMfF BOY AHOfl

DRIGG'S ICE CREAM

ORANGE PINEAPPLE
ORfRUIT PUNCH

DETERGENT

WOW
BARS

Hl-C
DRINKS

IVORY
LIQUID

HEINZ ST*AINiO

CHEESE PIZZA MIX „ot 59c BABY FOOD
3VAHIIIIIS

RAGUSAUCES
WHIM* D M AKGAHINl

BLUE BONNET

SHCWTININO

__.

HIINI

,4D,44C SWIFTNING

CO.JTADINA

STEWED TOMATOES

a a.

NO

3oo 22c T0MAT0S0UP
WV

—-•—- - w -»-»-»■

c

^

e

JM8

HUNT*

TOMATO JUICE

■■■■.

KHAHMINIAIUM

« a.

MAWAY

3 . 77c MARSHMALLOWS
**, 11° ORANGE DRINK
m*. •

— —

. 39 DILL HAMBURGER SLICES38

C

^""—- —«■ —-

MORSELS

■% f««

HUNT CLUB

BURGERBITS

DtTIKHNT MAI MCK

^S/M COLDPOWER
Mat.

,0O* 25c REALEMON JUICE
#»«»-

,

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

MM,

,toI 33c

KHAFIIOCAL

e
ITALIAN DRESSING
MO,26
. ISO*

,,

„„%V*
,OI 22c

44c MIXED VEGETABLES ....„ 20c
MICH OOOOTHRU APHIl 1. 1*71
Wl HMRVI QUANTITY HOOTS

REGULAHLYtl.67

ANACIN

iv*

REGULARLY 01.49

DRISTAN

OPEN
7:45 a.m.-10 p.m.

24 a.

99'
....[■!:■:

All GUI NO*

MM

:;

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

DAILY

2 - •I"
W1TMTMI •MATKOVCOWPOM

10 A.H.-6 P.M.

Price Good Until AprH
2
3
ii«nmicmn.....
.T7....inHi»»inMyi..:

SUNDAY

THANKS FOR SHOPPING GREAT SCOT!

Great Scot
fRUNOl Y FOOD STORES

i 10/TheBONtwi, Wednesday, March 28, 1973

3-game win streak
caps spring trip
Playing nine games in eight days.
Bowling Green's Mid-American Conference baseball champions opened the
season with a 4-4-1 record on the annual
southern trip
After losing or tying five of its first
six games against some of the South s
better teams, the Falcons came alive
to capture their last three games
against Valdosta State. Mercer
University and Georgia Tech.

Ne wsphoto by lorry 0. FuHerton

leader

Captain Gary Haas, sliding back to firit, hit at a team-leading .370 clip as the
Falcon baseball team went 4-4-1 on its southern trip. The home opener is this
Saturday against Cleveland State at Steller Field.

BG takes that three-game win streak
into a home opening doubleheader
Saturday against Cleveland State at
Steller Field
RESULTS of the southern trip:
-Bowling Green 2. Columbus College
2. March 17. called after 15 innings.

Time schedule slowed runners
By Das Casseday
Assistant Sports F.ditor
Bowling Gram's indoor track team
was 15th in the NCAA finals aftei
shooting for the top five Hut it was
still a good season to track coach Mel
Brodl. despite limited facilities and ,i
poor time schedule at the national
finals
"We did fantastic despite adversity
and the unfortunate part is we hail no
home meets.'' Brodt said IV added n
was too bad the University didn't
provide indoor facilities for the team
"It would be like the hockey team
playing on Peregrine Pond or the
basketball team playing on COnklln's
outdoor courts. Brodl said
Field event men were hurl most In
the lack ol an indoor practice area, be
said

THK FALCONS DIDN'T quallf)
anyone in held events or sprints For the
v w finals March 9-10 Ui Detroit, the
culmination "I the Indoor season The
collegiate Indooi season itself is a
series ol invitationals, relays and
meets designed to qualify individuals
for the NCAA finals
Despite lack "i facilities and the loss
ol
seniors
Boh
Met) in her
■ mononucleosis in late January l and
sieve Danforth i academics), BG
qualified In the indooi Finals Jusl ,i- ii
dui when ii qualified in l*72--on the
Strength ol the middle distance
runners and the distance medley relay
Manhattan surprised the experts by
winning the team title while pre meet
favorites Southern California ami BG
slipped
from lust and second
respectively the yeai before to ninth
and 15th place lies

MANHATTAN WON with a low
score of IB points while Kent State,
Kansas and Texas Kl Paso tied for
second with 12 points Brodt attributed
part of the low team scores to the
number of teams which scored in the
meet 55. a record
Two other factors were the time
schedule ol events and the addition of
qualifying trials in the two-mile relay
and distance medley, which hurt
teams strong in middle distances, like
Howling Green.
The Falcons had entries in the mile
i Dave Wottle i. two mile i Wottle and
Craig Macdonald i. and the distance
medley I Bruce Vermilyea. Rick
Schnittker. Ted Farver and
Macdonald I

HOWEVER, THE ADDITION of
tune trials and close scheduling of
middle distance events was lethal to
the Falcon entries in the NCAA For
example. Wottle ran three races in 20
hours, despite sitting out the 800 and
1.000-yard runs
The Falcons placed only in one event
after having four entries in nationals
That was Wottle s championship in the
mile

But he failed to place in the two-mile
after competing in the mile trials only
55 minutes before.
The distance medley team, with
Macdonald anchoring, was first in the
time trials, but also failed to place in
the finals as a tired Macdonald
couldn't kick past the leaders
Macdonald also didn't qualify for the
two-mile finals, finishing seventh in
the preliminaries behind Wottle.
SO THE FALCONS sank in the 197:1
indoor finals as they ran into an
unfavorable lime schedule
They
placed only one first after three
entries and three firsts in 1972

I'owever. Brodt had few excuses for
BG's 15th place Finish.
National-wise we tried to do the
best we could with what we had.'' he
said "Time schedule-wise we couldn't
double imen in events) like we did the
year before We just got spread a little
too thin Without time trials, we'd have
been all right '
With the talent he has for the outdoor
season, Brodt ran only hope the NCAA
finals schedule leans BG's way to
make up for the indoor finals
disappointment

-St Leo 2. Bowling Green 1. 10
innings, March 18,
-Bowling Green 8. St Leo 3. March
19;
-Florida Southern 8. Bowling Green
O.March 20;
-Florida Southern 4. Bowling Green
1. March 21.
-Valdosta State 9-1. Bowling Green
5-2. March 22.
-Bowling Green 7. Mercer 3. March
23;
-Bowling Green 2. Georgia Tech 1.
March 24
AGAINST COLUMBUS College in
what was supposed to be a doubleheader. Bowling Green and CC went
four hours and 15 innings before the
game was called Dan F!ebel hurled the
lirst six innings for the Falcons giving
up both Columbus runs
BG's top reliever last year. Ric
Richmond, then ripped off nine
straight scoreless innings, allowing
just three hits
Richmond, who
appeared in one other game during the
trip, has nut allowed a run in 13
innings
Tim Pettorini knocked out a double
and went two-for-seven for BG.
Veteran hurler Mike Frilling,
plagued with arm miseries late last
season, pitched six strong innings in
the 2-1 in inning loss to St Leo.
Frilling, who had a 7-2 record last
year, gave up three hits and struckout
five, while allowing one run
JIM FISHER WAS tagged with the
loss after walking three and allowing
two hits in the final three and twothirds innings Gary I'aas and Dave
Fox each had a pair of hits for BG
Down 3-1 to St Leo in the second
game after seven innings. Bowling
Green erupted for four runs in the
eighth and three in the ninth to put
away its first victory ol the season
Rookie pitcher Kip Young picked up
the win with three hitless innings ol
relief work Pettorini and Paul Miles
had two hits apiece to pace the
Falcons
\gainst tough Florida Southern.
rookie hurler Handv Pamlin was

nailed for five hits, three walks and
five runs in the opening one and onethird innings The Falcons went on to
lose an 8-0 decision.
VETERAN STEVE Price went the
next four and two-thirds frames
allowing three runs on three hits.
In the second game All-American
Jim Smith twirled a five-hitter against
the Falcons to capture a 4-1 victory.
Florida Southern got all the runs it
needed itwoi in the second inning off
rookie Romie Schweiterman
The Falcons lost their third in a row.
9-5. to Valdosta State
With the help of run scoring singles
by Pettorini. Dan Zuppardo and Joe
Meyer, the Falcons scored all their
runs in the third inning But a three-run
homer by Gene Feltz in the fourth
inning sealed the fourth BG loss
In the second game Young started
and pitched seven innings of five-hit
ball to move his record to 2-0 in the 2-1
BG win Bill Pittman and Dick Selgo
had a pair of hits each for BG
MARK AMMONS ROCKED a grand
slam homerun in the third inning
against Mercer enroute to a 7-3 BG
win. Frilling got his first win. going
live innings, and Richmond preserved
the win with lour scoreless innings of
relief
I'ebcl threw a six-hitter and
struckout nine men to pitch the
Falcons to a 2-1 victory over Georgia
Tech in the final game of the trip
H(i got the winning run in the eighth
inning Pebel walked and under speedup rules, was replaced by pmch-runner
Jim Fisher, but remained in the game
I'aas sacrificed Fisher to second and
Pettorini delivered his second run
scoring hit of the game, a single to
center
Pebel then retired the final six men
in a row to cap the win
I'aas 370 average leads the team
alter nine games, while Pittman is at
308 Fox at 290 and Pettorini at .286
Richmond has one save and no runs
scored against him in 13 innings.
Young is 2-0 with a 0 90 earned run
average in 10 innings. Pebel is 1-0 with
a 1 80 F.U A in 15 innings and Frilling is
10 with a 2 46F.RA in 11 innings

Only loss to Jacksonville

Netters win 3 of 4 matches
The veteran Bowling Green tennis
team got oil to a good start in an effort
to improve last year's 6 11 record by
winning three of four meets during
spring break
Operating
with six
returning
lettermen. including standout Tom
Lightvocl. the Falcons netters beat
Marshall. 7-2. on March 16; beat
Florida International. 8-1. March 19.
beat Florida Atlantic. 9-0. March 20
and lost to Jacksonville. 6-3. March 23
l.ightvoet. the No 1 singles man for
KG. lost only to Florida Atlantic's Pip
Dankelman. 6-1 6-7. 6-3. in the four
meets

Dave Wottle on* of the victims of the tight time schedule in
the NCAA meet in Detroit March 9-10, captured the mile.

AGAINST MARSHALL in an indoor
meet in Puntington. W Va . l.ightvoet.
Doug Dennis. Tim Powell and Chuck

Shumway all got relatively easy wins
in singles
In doubles
l.ightvoet Poover.
Dennis-Ron
Dredge and
Powell
Shumway picked up the other three
Bowling Green points

sports

Against Florida International in
Miami the Falcon netters won every
singles event and all but one of the
doubles matches.
l.ightvoet
Hoover,
Dan Ryan
Dennis. Powell and Dredge picked up
the singles wins Each win was in
straight sets except Poover's. which
w.i- liken in 6-0.5-7.6-1
L1GHTVOET-HOOVER and Dennis
Dredge won the doubles events lor BG.
while Powell and Shumway lost to give
Florida International its only point
Florida Atlantic was a 9-0 victim ol
Bowling Green March 20 l.ightvoet
Poover. Ryan. Dennis. Powell and
Dredge all won in straight sets in
singles play Dredge-Dennis. RyanPowell and Poover-Shumway won the

doubles matches for the shutout
Against Jacksonville the Falcons ran
into trouble The first three men for
BG. l.ightvoet. Poover and Ryan, were
beaten Dennis got the Falcons a point
by beating Tray Pateracki in three
sets, but Powell and Dredge followed
with losses to sew up the win for
Jacksonville
In doubles. Lightvoet-Poover and
Dredge-Dennis won in straight sets for
BG's other two points
In singles Dennis has a 4-0 record
while Lightvoet is 3-1. Powell 3-1.
Poover 2-1. Ryan 2-1. Dredge 2-1 and
Shumway 111
The Falcon netters resume play
April 7 when they travel to Cincinnati
The home opener is against Kent State
April 14.

Stickers lose 3 of 4 exhibitions,
prepare for Notre Dame Sat.
The Bowling Green lacrosse team
dropped three out ol lour exhibition
matches in the Fast during break and
is now preparing lor the regulai season
opener Saturday at Notre Dame

The stickers lost a 4-2 decision to
Baltimore March IT
heat the
University oi Maryland Baltimore
County
HIT
March 20. lost to
Cortland. 15 7 March 21. and lost to

Franklin and Marshall. 7-3. March 22
Against Baltimore Vern Zabek and
John Gawaluck got BG'S only goals
while John Bowen and Billy Grimes
had the assists

Fail to repeat as Miami champs

Golfers 4th in division
Beginning its 1973 tournament
campaign. Bowling Green's golf team
played to a fourth place finish with
1,268 points in the northern division of
the University of Miami Invitational
The tournament, which hosted 22
northern colleges and several southern
schools, was played on the Biltmore
and Lejeune golf courses in Miami.
Fla
Each course was played twice by six
contestants from every school. A
team's two highest scores each day
were dropped, so that four scores were

recorded on tour successive days tor

each team
LAST YEAR THE Falcons won the
northern division of the tournament
i'owever this year thev finished
Fourth, 52 strokes Oil the winning pace
set by Princeton
University of
Michigan placed
second with 1.239 and Woosler was
third with a 1.256 total The University
of Cincinnati linished tilth, only one
stroke behind BG
Ken Walters was Bowling Green s
medalist with 80-73-77-78-308 Pis 73 on

Biltmore was the lowest 18-hole total
lor the Falcons
CLOSE BEHIND at 309 was Tom
Fortuna. Pe recorded consistent
scores of 77.76. 78 and 78 respectively
Senior captain Scott Masters had a
total of 328. Mark McConnell and John
Stewart shared totals of 332 and Mark
Romefelt rounded out the field with
334
Next meet is this Saturday when the
golfers travel to Columbus for the Ohio
State Quadrangular.

IN THE WIN over UMBC. Bob
Decker scored five goals and Zabek
had five assists to lead the Falcons.
Rich Alpert. Paul F.ldridge. Paul
Wayne. Grimes and Gawaluck each
had one goal
The Falcons led 2-1 after the first
period, then scored four times in the
second for a 6-3 halftime lead before
eventually winning. 10-7.
Cortland scored five times in the
second period to break a 1-1 first quarter tie against BG. Seven fourth period
goals turned the 15-7 game into a rout
for Cortland
DECKER HAD THREE goals for
BG while Paul Collins. Grimes. C A.
Beach and Wayne each had one goal
Zabek had five assists.
Franklin and Marshall broke open its
3-2 first quarter lead with two goals in
the third and fourth periods for a 7-3
win over BG.
Decker. Collins. Cal Utzman and Jeff
Friend each had one goal for the
Falcons
BG starting goaltender Al Kelly will
be lost for the season because of an
infection that developed after an emergency appendectomy March 12.

Dan Ryan had a 2-1 record in singles as Bawling Green
opened the season with three wins against one defeat. The
team resumes play April 7 at Cincinnati. The home opener is
April 14 against Kent State.

